Wine Experiences Bodegas Izadi 2021

BODEGAS IZADI WINE EXPERIENCES 2021

Izadi is

nature.
Izadi is,
in essence,

Rioja Alavesa
Located in one of the most privileged areas of the D.O.Ca. Rioja, Bodegas
Izadi promotes new concepts of sustainable development, based on the
value of a unique land growing vineyards over 35 years old located in the
triangle that make up the villages of Samaniego, Ábalos and Villabuena, a
romantic town with more wineries per inhabitant in the world.
A unique place that opens its doors to Wine Tourism and welcomes
everyone who want to enjoy personalized and cared for in detail
experiences. Come and enjoy this wine land!

Bodegas Izadi

Wine Tour
Enjoy a complete winery experience at Bodegas
Izadi specially designed to show our two great
passions: wine and gastronomy. Undertake an
educational journey following the wine-making
process. A careful visit guided in a small group
that runs through the five levels that backbone the
winery, helping the grape to descend, so natural,
thanks to gravity.
Discover the elegant tasting área located in a glass
case placed in the heart of the winery, surrounded
of barrels, where you will enjoy the tasting of
three wines: Izadi White, Izadi Crianza and Izadi
Selección; specially paired with a selection of
Gourmet products.

» TIMETABLE: Monday to Sunday at 11:00 am and 1:00 pm.
» DURATION: 75 minutes.
» LANGUAGE: Spanish and English.
» PRICE: 18.00€ per person. Children (6-17 years old) 5.00€
It includes water, grape juice and gourmet snack.

Visit with reduced capacity. A prior appointment is required.

Immerse in the heart of Rioja Alavesa enjoying the
wonderful landscape that surrounds us thanks to
a comfortable 3 km ride on an electric bike with
Finca El Regalo destination, emblematic vineyard
planted in 1936, cataloged as "Singular vineyard" by
the DOCa Rioja.
Learn about the particularities of this estate and
the ecological viticulture processes used to obtain

"El Regalo"
vineyard by e-bike

the desired quality for “El Regalo” wine. On the
same vineyard, next to the hermitage that protects
it, you will enjoy the tasting of Izadi White wine,
produced from the strains located in the heads of
the vineyard, accompanied with “Idiazábal” cheese.
This experience continues in the winery with a
light walk between barrels concluding with the
tasting of Izadi “El Regalo” wine paired with a
gourmet snack in the same room where it is aged.
A complete experience from vineyard to
wine tasting.

» TIMETABLE: Monday to Sunday at 11:00am.
» DURATION: 90 minutes.
» LANGUAGE: Spanish and English..
» PRICE: 30,00€ per person. Not available for children.
Activity for a maximum of 8 people. A prior appointment is required and subject to weather conditions, available from March to October.

V ILLABUENA
Bodegas Izadi is located in Villabuena de Álava, a
village where the most wineries per inhabitant in
the world are located. A town that falls in love with
its wines and its people, and It has also numerous
secret corners hidden from the visitor's eye. Do you
want to discover with us any of them?
We propose an exciting 9 km route by electric bike
through its streets and its iconic buildings. Unique
natural sites and curious places The interesting
Dolmen of “El Montecillo” and spectacular views
of vineyards under the shelter of Sierra Cantabria
mountain. Let us to tell you the romantic history
behind our "Finca El Regalo", singular and ecological
vineyard where we celebrate the end of this e-bike
tour with a wine tasting of Izadi White wine and
Izadi El Regalo red wine, accompanied by a gourmet
picnic. An outdoor experience where you will
discover many interesting secrets.

» TIMETABLE: Monday to Sunday at 11:00 am.
» DURATION: 120 minutes.
» LANGUAGE: Spanish and English.
» PRICE: 40,00€ per person. Not available for children.
Activity for a maximum of 8 people. A prior appointment is required and subject to
weather conditions, available from March to October.
It does not include a visit to the winery.

Wine
Bar & Tapas
Enjoy Bodegas Izadi wines by the glass thanks to

the “Wine Bar” space and the outdoor terrace. We
put at your service the tasting of wines by the glass
from our Rioja winery, as well as the wines from
the Artevino Group wineries located in the most
prestigious designations of origin: Ribera del Duero,
Rueda or Toro. Combine different wines for drink or
choose from the wine menus proposed for discover
different wine regions.
If you wish you will also find a selection of cold
tapas as the perfect accompaniment to your
wine, a menu of gourmet products to create the best
of the pairings.

» TIMETABLE: Monday to Sunday from 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Advance booking is recommended due to limited capacity.
List of allergens available.
Ask for vegan options.

SECRETS
by e-bike

www.izadi.com
INFORMATION AND BOOKING:
Telephone: (+34) 945 62 33 47
visitas@izadi.com
LOCATION:
Bodegas Izadi
Social building – Visitors center
Herrería Travesía II, 5 . 01307 Villabuena . Álava.
GPS Coordinates:
Latitude: 42.545052
Longitude:-2.665968

